Migration has an important impact on the transmission of pathogens. Migratory birds disperse parasites through their routes and may consequently introduce them to new areas and hosts. Hence, haemosporidian parasites, which are among the most prevalent, diverse and important bird pathogens, are potentially dispersed when infecting migrant hosts. Further, migrant hosts could enhance local parasite prevalence and richness by transporting new parasite strains to new areas. Here, we hypothesize and aim to evaluate if 1) migratory birds spread parasite lineages along their routes, and 2) localities crossed by more migratory birds have greater prevalence and richness of haemosporidians. For the first hypothesis, we tested whether parasite lineages found 1) in both migrants and residents, and 2) only in residents, differ in their frequencies of occurrence among localities. For the second hypothesis, we tested for a relationship among localities between the overall local haemosporidian parasite richness and prevalence, and the proportion of migratory bird individuals present in a locality. We combined a dataset on 13,200 bird samples with additional data from the MalAvi database (total: ~2,800 sequenced parasites comprising 675 distinct lineages, from 506 host species and 156 localities) from South America, and used Bayesian multi-level models to test our hypotheses. We demonstrate that parasites shared between resident and migratory species are the most spatially widespread, highlighting the potential of migrants to carry and transmit haemosporidians. Further, the presence of migrants in a locality was negatively related to local parasite richness, but not associated with local prevalence. Here, we confirm that migrants can contribute to parasite dispersal and visiting migrants are present in regions with lower Plasmodium prevalence. Also, we observed their presence might raise Haemoproteus community prevalence. Therefore, we demonstrate migrants enhance pathogens spread and their presence may influence parasite community transmission.
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Introduction

Migration has a significant impact on the transmission of disease across the world as migrant species disperse pathogens and parasites between localities, while also exposing themselves to more infectious agents (Bartel et al. 2011, Bauer and Hoye 2014, Teitelbaum et al. 2018). Migrant species might play an important role in the evolution and distribution of parasites and promote the spread of pathogens to new areas and novel hosts. The introduction of pathogens by migrants to new localities might lead to changes to the local community structure or richness, depending on the susceptibility of resident species to infection (Altizer et al. 2011). Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated that migratory birds harbor a greater diversity of parasites than resident species (Koprivnikar and Leung 2015, Gutiérrez et al. 2019) and documented the influence of migratory birds on the spread of important pathogens (Morshed et al. 2005, Hellgren et al. 2007, Ricklefs et al. 2017) with some of these able to infect humans (Morshed et al. 2005, Poupon et al. 2006, Lindeborg et al. 2012). Thus, the migratory behavior of birds may directly influence host local richness and community structure, as well as the local richness of parasite species.

The metabolic demands of migration can decrease the amount of resources available to mount an immune response, which could lead to higher susceptibility to infections (Wikelski et al. 2003, Altizer et al. 2011). For this reason, it might also be expected that migratory birds harbor a more diverse range of parasites and might be more susceptible to parasite infections. Conversely, migration may also have a protective effect since migratory behavior allows hosts to escape environments presenting a high risk of infection (Altizer et al. 2011, Poulin et al. 2012). Avian haemosporidians, which include the genera *Plasmodium*, *Haemoproteus* and *Leucocytozoon*, are vector-borne protozoan parasites and are among the most prevalent, diverse and well-studied avian parasites, being widely distributed and able to infect many avian clades (Valkiūnas 2005, Fecchio et al. 2020a). Due to the high abundance and diversity of both birds and haemosporidians, and the relevance of vector-borne diseases to human health, these parasites are frequently used as ecological models of host–parasite interactions (Marzl 2012).

Since most haemosporidians cause life-long infections (Valkiūnas 2005), parasites may travel across long distances with their bird host during migration, allowing them to infect new vectors and new avian hosts in novel environments. Indeed, migratory species are known for their potential to connect distant habitats and transfer large amounts of biomass, nutrients and other organisms between ecosystems (Bauer and Hoye 2014). However, previous research has demonstrated differences in the timing of the main occurrence of haemosporidian infection in migrating birds. These studies have suggested that differences in haemosporidian lineages harbored could indicate whether birds had become infected in different areas (Marzl 2012). Other factors such as environmental conditions, and the richness and phylogenetic diversity of the local host community can also impact the susceptibility of avian hosts to haemosporidian parasites (Barrow et al. 2019, Fecchio et al. 2019a, 2021, Clark et al. 2020).

South America comprises different types of biomes, which hold a great richness of resident and migratory bird species, thus making it an ideal system to investigate such questions. Moreover, prevalence of *Plasmodium*, which is the most prevalent haemosporidian in this region, can be markedly different among South American regions (Braga et al. 2011). *Plasmodium* parasites present higher host-shifting rates than other bird haemosporidians (Hellgren et al. 2007), which could certainly result in their increased dissemination by migratory birds into new areas. Indeed, host-shifting of a *Plasmodium* species from domestic chicken to wild and native birds has already been reported in South America (Ferreira-Junior et al. 2018).

Furthermore, the great avian richness (~3500 species) and abundance in South America (Remsen et al. 2004) could also enhance the probability of parasite host-shifting between migratory and resident birds, given the likely presence of susceptible birds in any particular area. Besides that, the great richness and abundance of vectors (Consoli and Oliveira 1994, Santiago-Alarcon et al. 2012a) could also increase the chances of host-shifting between migratory and resident birds as it increases the chances of compatible vectors being present in any given locality. These features make the South American avian haemosporidians a great model system to investigate the putative transmission of pathogens via host migration in nature.

Studying the potential of migrant hosts to spread pathogens and their impact on local community transmission is fundamental to understand patterns of pathogen dispersal, prevalence and diversity. In this context, the main goal of this study is to evaluate the influence of migratory birds on the spread and community transmission of haemosporidian parasites in South America. Specifically, we evaluated the hypothesis that 1) migratory birds spread parasite lineages along their migratory routes, and 2) localities crossed by more migratory routes have greater prevalence and richness of haemosporidian lineages. For the first hypothesis, we tested whether parasite lineages found 1) in both migrants and residents and 2) only in residents differ in their geographical range. Due to the fact migrants can carry parasites from many sites and potentially infect resident birds, we predicted that, all else being equal, parasite lineages using migratory birds should occur across a greater spatial range than those infecting only resident birds. Moreover, migratory behavior increases the exposure of birds to more parasite lineages and hence their contact with different parasites as migrants are present in regions that harbor different parasite communities. Therefore, we expect higher haemosporidian richness and prevalence in regions with more migratory birds. For the second hypothesis, we tested for a relationship among localities between the overall local haemosporidian parasite richness and prevalence, and the proportion of migratory birds present in a locality. Our analysis also takes into account other potential drivers of haemosporidian prevalence and species...
richness, such as temperature and precipitation, which influence the local abundance of vectors.

**Methods**

**Dataset**

All analyses were performed using a dataset comprising ~13,200 bird blood samples accounting for 896 species from 63 different localities sampled from 2005 to 2018 in South America, with a subset of those samples previously used in Lacorte et al. (2013), Ferreira et al. (2017), Ferreira-Junior et al. (2018), Fecchio et al. (2020b); and supplemented with new, previously unpublished data (Supporting information). In addition to this dataset, we mined further data on haemosporidian lineages from the MalAvi database (<http://130.235.244.92/Malavi/>, Bensch et al. 2009) including data from the South American region, and extracting information from the Grand Lineage Summary after filtering out the data contained in our first dataset (Fig. 1). Combining both datasets, we obtained a total of ~2800 sequenced parasites representing 675 distinct lineages collected from 506 different host species and 156 localities (all lineages belonging to *Plasmodium* or *Haemoproteus*). Each locality was assigned to a biome based on the classification of Turchetto-Zolet et al. (2013). The parasite prevalence per bird species and locality was estimated using PCR diagnostic protocols described by Fallon et al. (2003), Hellgren et al. (2004) and Bell et al. (2015). The parasite lineages were sequenced by the PCR protocol described by Hellgren et al. (2004) and identified by comparing the sequences with the ones deposited in MalAvi and GenBank (<www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/>). This protocol produces a *cyt b* fragment of 478 bp. The birds present in each locality were classified into three ecological classes: 1) resident; 2) partial migrant and 3) full migrant (Supporting information), according to the Brazilian Committee of Ornithology Records – CRBO (2014), Somenzari et al. (2018) and BirdLife International (<www.birdlife.org/>).

**Statistical analyses**

All analyses were conducted in R ver. 4.02 (<www.r-project.org>). Aiming to evaluate the potential impact of locality, avian phylogenetic relationships and climate in our models, we calculated spatial autocorrelation, phylogenetic signal and extracted climate data from Worldclim (Supporting information, <https://worldclim.org/version2>). The spatial autocorrelation analyses revealed there was no substantial effect of space on parasite richness (Moran index = −0.0007), however, for prevalence, we observed a Moran index of 0.15 which differed from the null expectation. For this reason, biome and locality ID were used as random effects in our second and third Bayesian models to control for idiosyncratic characteristics of localities. Likewise, considerable phylogenetic signals were observed among birds for prevalence (Pagel’s lambda = 0.49) and parasite richness (0.17) and, therefore, we incorporated avian phylogeny in the second Bayesian model. All Bayesian models were checked for chain convergence using ‘plot’ function in R.

**Bayesian models**

To determine whether migratory birds spread parasite lineages along their migratory routes and to evaluate the parasite connectivity among localities due to migratory behavior, we used multi-level modeling (MLM) with the ‘brms’ package (Bürkner 2017) to evaluate the geographical range in which each haemosporidian lineage occurred depending on whether they were found only in resident birds or in both residents and migrants. We used Bayesian modelling as it allows to statistically estimate the geographical range among which lineages are distributed according to their host migratory status. Naturally, for parasites to be dispersed by migrant hosts, they need not only to be moved around by migratory hosts,

---

Figure 1. Bird collection localities. Collection localities comprise a total of 156 localities (including offshore islands) by combining our dataset and the MalAvi database.
but also infect the resident community. Hence, we compared the geographic range of parasites found in resident birds only with that of parasites shared by resident and migratory host species. However, for this last group, we discarded all localities where lineages were found infecting only migrant hosts since only when the parasite is also present in the resident community would there be real evidence of parasite dispersal.

To understand the variation of geographical range (estimated by minimum spanning tree distance – i.e. shortest total distance of all lines connecting each locality where a lineage was found, Supporting information) among haemosporidian lineages, we built a model including the migratory status of hosts used by a lineage. We ran a model comparing lineages present in resident birds only and lineages present in residents plus also birds of any migratory category. Our reference category in this models was lineages present only in resident bird species. We also controlled for sample size (i.e. number of birds positive for that lineage) and number of host species used by a lineage by including them as fixed factors.

Geographical range was the response variable and migratory status of hosts used by a lineage was the independent variable. We chose our priors using the 'get_prior' function. As our response variable had a continuous positive but skewed distribution, we applied the Gamma distribution family, using four chains with MCMC 4000 total iterations per chain (2000 for warmup, 2000 for sampling). The model results were plotted using the 'conditional_effects' function to visualize the predicted geographical range as a function of the host migratory status. We ran three models per analyses: one for two parasite genera combined, one for *Plasmodium* lineages only and one for *Haemoproteus* lineages only which are the most frequent and abundant haemosporidian genera in our dataset.

Next, we analysed the prevalence of infection in each bird individual among localities to test whether haemosporidian prevalence is generally higher in localities with more migratory birds. For this, we considered the local number of infections out of the total sample for each locality as our dependent variable using the total number of birds as our offset, and local proportion of migratory individuals (i.e. proportion of migratory individuals, including both partial and full migrants, out of all individual birds sampled in a locality) as our independent variable. In this model we used only our original dataset and excluded the data from the MalAvi database, since the latter includes only positive and sequenced samples. Thus, our analyses were based on 142 bird species distributed among 63 localities. Also, in this model, we filtered our data in order to include only species with 10 or more bird individuals analysed per species in each locality where that bird species occurred. Further, we calculated the proportion of migrant individuals in an area based on the data on captured birds in our dataset, and calculated local parasite richness across all birds in an area independently of their migratory category.

We initially evaluated if host richness (i.e. number of bird species sampled per locality), local parasite richness, proportion of migratory species, number of migrant individuals, temperature and precipitation had significant effects on prevalence. Following these analyses, only parasite richness was retained as fixed factors since we did not detect any influence of the other factors on parasite infections. The negative binomial distribution was applied in this model to account for the overdispersion of prevalence data, thus avoiding production of biased estimates. We used four chains with MCMC 4000 total iterations per chain (2000 for warmup interactions, 2000 for sampling). Further, we considered biome and locality ID as random variables. Also, we created a matrix with phylogenetic distances between species and added as random variable in the model to account for possible phylogenetic influence on parasite infections. The model results were plotted using the 'conditional_effects' function to visualize the predictions based on the independent variable. Moran’s I value was checked for model residuals. Again, we ran three models: one for all two parasite genera combined, one for *Plasmodium* lineages only and one for *Haemoproteus* lineages only; in these last two models we fitted the data to a zero inflated negative binomial distribution.

Another Bayesian model was performed to estimate whether localities with more migratory birds have greater richness of haemosporidian lineages. We considered parasite richness as our dependent variable and proportion of migratory individuals per locality (n=63 localities) as the independent variable using total local number of bird individuals as our offset. Here, we also used only our original dataset, not data from the MalAvi database, because our dataset provides more information regarding the localities, such as prevalence data and host richness. We firstly evaluated whether local prevalence, host richness (i.e. number of bird species sampled per locality), number of migrant individuals (log-transformed scaled value), temperature (log-transformed scaled value) and precipitation had significant effects on prevalence. Following these analyses, only prevalence and host richness were retained as fixed factors since we did not detect any influence of the other factors on parasite infections. The negative binomial distribution was also applied in this model to account for the overdispersion of prevalence data, thus avoiding production of biased estimates. We used four chains with MCMC 4000 total iterations per chain (2000 for warmup interactions, 2000 for sampling). Further, we considered proportion of migratory species (i.e. proportion of migratory species, including both partial and full migrants, out of all bird species sampled in a locality) as fixed factor and biome and locality ID as random variables. We ran three models: one for all two parasite genera combined, one for *Plasmodium* lineages only and one for *Haemoproteus* lineages only; in these last two models we fitted the data to a zero inflated negative binomial distribution. Again, Moran’s I value was checked for model residuals.

**Results**

Out of the 896 bird species considered in the analyses, 852 were classified as residents and 32 as partial, 12 as full migrants. Most species (86%) were passerines, with the remaining
mostly belonging to the orders Columbiformes, Piciformes and Apodiformes. Haemosporidian lineages occurred in anywhere from one to 38 localities, with many of them (15%) occurring in multiple biomes. Only 175 out of 675 lineages were observed in two or more localities and were used to estimate lineage spread in our analyses, besides, 426 lineages were singletons. All models presented well converged chains.

Our first Bayesian model analyses revealed that lineages shared by migrants and residents showed the broadest geographical range (Fig. 2, Table 1). Lineages shared by resident and any type of migrant species presented a geographical range almost 50% greater than that of lineages occurring only in resident species. More specifically, we observed distinct patterns of distribution for *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus* lineages. For *Plasmodium* lineages shared by residents and migrants were also more spatially widespread, whereas for *Haemoproteus* no difference in geographical range was observed between lineages found in residents only and those shared by residents and migrants (Supporting information). It is important to notice that similar patterns regarding parasite geographical range was also observed when plotting data from our raw dataset (Supporting information).

Our next Bayesian model analysed the relationship between local number of infected birds and the proportion of migratory bird individuals in the local avian community. We observed no correlation between the relative occurrence of migrants and number of infected hosts (Supporting information). However, when we repeated the analysis separately for only *Plasmodium* or *Haemoproteus* lineages, we observed negative and positive relationships between the number of infections per locality and local proportion of migrants in an area, respectively (Fig. 3, Table 2, 3). Parasite richness had a significant positive association with the local number of infected birds, whether when considering all haemosporidian lineages (Supporting information), or only *Haemoproteus* lineages (Table 3).

Our last Bayesian model examining the influence of migrants on parasite richness revealed a negative effect of the proportion of individual migrants in the local community considering both haemosporidian genera together (Table 4, Fig. 4). We observed also no relationship between the proportion of migratory species and parasite richness. Further, we observed no effect for the proportion of migratory bird individuals or species on local parasite richness for *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus* infections when the two genera were treated separately (Supporting information). We observed positive effects on parasite richness of two other predictors in all models: local host richness and overall local prevalence.

**Discussion**

Animal migrations can play important roles in both the geographical dispersal of disease agents, and in the local epidemiology of diseases for both resident and migratory species (Bradley and Altizer 2005, Bauer and Hoye 2014, Teitelbaum et al. 2018). Our results indicate that haemosporidian lineages (both *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus*) infecting both migrants and residents are more widespread than those restricted to residents, possibly due to dispersal through migrants. Despite migration leading to lineages dispersing across South America, we did not observe higher prevalence of infection in localities with higher proportions of migratory individual birds. Nevertheless, we observed different patterns for *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus* parasites, such that *Plasmodium* prevalence negatively correlated with an increasing proportion of migrants, whereas *Haemoproteus*...
prevalence was higher in the presence of migrants. Moreover, the proportion of migratory individuals might have a negative effect on parasite richness. However, parasite richness seems to be positively related to local host richness and prevalence. Thus, migrant birds could potentially influence the ecology and evolution of haemosporidian dispersal in South America leading to an increase in parasite spread and influencing parasite prevalence and composition. In addition, we also demonstrate that generalist parasites may be more successful in colonizing new regions since parasites that infected both residents and migrant hosts had broader geographic distributions.

Table 1. Parameter estimates, standard errors and confidence intervals for the Bayesian model testing the differences in the geographical range of haemosporidian lineages among those that occur in migratory and/or resident avian host species. (Residents only = reference category).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>CI (95%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident and any migrant</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bird individuals</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of host species per lineage</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. (A) Predicted model relationship (±95% confidence intervals) between local number of infections of *Plasmodium* parasites and proportion of migrants in an area. (B) Predicted model relationship (±95% confidence intervals) between local number of infections of *Haemoproteus* parasites and proportion of proportion of migrants in an area.
Dispersal of haemoporidians might be an important step toward parasite diversification for local community composition since parasites, after establishing in new regions, can evolve into new and distinct parasite lineages (Ellis et al. 2019, Fecchio et al. 2019a). Indeed, Ellis et al. (2019) found that South America presents high rates of parasite diversification, with the greatest proportion of sympatric nodes for *Plasmodium* spp. and one of the greatest *Haemoproteus* diversification rates. Hence, considering the potential contribution of migrant birds toward parasite dispersal, these hosts might play a fundamental role in parasite evolution and diversification in South America. Indeed, many species migrate in between the breeding season and relapses (increases in parasite intensity circulating in the host) mainly occur after this period (Valkiunas 2005), thus facilitating parasite dispersal to new regions. However, we did not observe a clear relation between the presence of migrant birds and local haemosporidian prevalence since our data suggest that *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus* parasites respond differently to the presence of migrant hosts. The fact that most of our lineages were observed only in resident birds could explain the lack of a relationship between avian migrants and general haemosporidian prevalence, since the greatest haemosporidian diversity occurs in resident avian species. However, Hellgren et al. (2007) also suggest that new haemosporidian introductions into resident bird faunas are not common evolutionary events.

It is worth mentioning that distinct parasite taxa can respond differently to the presence of migrant hosts. As we reported in this study, despite the fact no relation was observed for general haemosporidian prevalence, *Plasmodium* and *Haemoproteus* showed contrasting responses to an increase in the local proportion of migrant individuals. Whereas *Plasmodium* prevalence was negatively correlated with an increase of migrants in the local bird community, we observed a raise in *Haemoproteus* infections. This demonstrates that different groups of pathogens respond differentially to host migratory behavior. Besides, migration can work either as a mechanism that reduces parasite prevalence through migratory escape, or that increases prevalence due to higher host exposure and associated costs (Altizer et al. 2011). Indeed, previous research has documented different effects of host migration on parasite–host dynamics (Hellgren et al. 2007, Koprivnikar and Leung 2015, Teitelbaum et al. 2018). This distinct pattern for haemosporidians can occur due to the fact that haemosporidians are vector-borne parasites whose vectors differ between parasite genera. Thus, the broad host preferences of *Haemoproteus* vectors (Santiago-Alarcon et al. 2012b) could explain the increase in parasite prevalence observed for this genus as the chance of parasite transmission between hosts should increase for parasites vectored by highly generalist hosts. At the same time, it is possible that migratory behavior could had evolved as a mechanism of escaping *Plasmodium* infections.

Our findings also may suggest that where the proportion of migrant individuals in a community is higher, local haemosporidian richness is lower. In fact, migration often allows species to escape environments that present higher risks of infection, a mechanism that could decrease infection levels and favor the evolution of less-virulent pathogens (Altizer et al. 2011, Krasnov et al. 2012, Satterfield et al. 2015). This could lead to reduced haemosporidian richness in localities with higher proportions of migrant individuals since long-distance migratory behavior can remove infected individuals from bird communities, as diseased animals are less likely to successfully migrate because of the physiological requirements of migration and the energetic costs of disease (Bradley and Altizer 2005, Altizer et al. 2011). However, Hahn et al. (2018) experimentally verified that low intensity haemosporidian infections do not affect the capacity of birds to migrate, thus, most infected birds could still migrate and potentially spread their parasites into new areas. Meanwhile, the fact that migration filters out highly and moderately infected birds, which are the most likely to infect new vectors (Piguet et al. 2015), allows community prevalence and parasite richness to remain low. At the same time, it is also possible migrant birds select localities with lower parasite richness. Certainly, further research will be required to confirm the importance of migratory behavior in modulating haemosporidian community richness.
Previous studies have tried to explain parasite species assembly patterns globally and also specifically in South America (Clark et al. 2014, Fecchio et al. 2019a). These authors have reported that South America presents the greatest diversity of Plasmodium and Haemoproteus parasites on the globe. Indeed, Fecchio et al. (2019a) have proposed parasite dispersal as one of the main processes driving parasite diversity in this region. In contrast, we detected a negative association of parasite richness in regions with greater proportions of migrant individuals, while host richness and prevalence seem to be the main factors that positively drive parasite diversity. Also, we did not observe a clear relationship between migratory behavior and prevalence. Recently, Barrow et al. (2019) suggested that susceptibility to haemosporidian infection is partially driven by conserved, latent aspects of anti-parasite defense, and that prevalence of infection is strongly linked to avian phylogeny in Tropical Andes birds. Further, Fecchio et al. (2019a) also suggested that historical processes, such as host speciation, are also key drivers of haemosporidian diversity in South America. However, present-day environmental factors, mainly precipitation patterns, may be important for host range expansion across regions in haemosporidian parasites, as these vector-transmitted parasites exhibit greater host specificity in localities with pronounced seasonality and wetter dry seasons (Fecchio et al. 2019b). Thus, it seems other processes (apart from parasite dispersal through migrants) might also be important in determining parasite richness and prevalence in South America.

In summary, our results indicate that South American migrant birds play a moderate role in parasite dispersal and, consequently, in their evolution and diversity. Further, as observed by Ricklefs et al. (2017), most haemosporidian lineages are not shared between resident and migrant species, indeed, most of our parasite lineages were observed only in resident birds. We also demonstrated that, despite the fact that migrants might carry haemosporidians to new localities, migration by itself may not affect general parasite prevalence, possibly because parasite spread among local bird communities relies on the capability of haemosporidians to reproduce and develop in their ectothermic vector hosts. In addition, migrants might tend to concentrate or stay longer in communities with lower parasite prevalence and richness in our study system, as their presence seems to be related to lower community-wide haemosporidian richness and Plasmodium prevalence. By comparing the distribution of different pathogen lineages, our analyses demonstrate that migrant hosts may disperse haemosporidians and possibly other pathogens throughout their migration routes and, most importantly, their presence can impact transmission within the general avian community.
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